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Mixed Emotions      Luke 24: 44-53 

 

This is the tenth week we have been out of the sanctuary on Sunday morning. The disruption to 

our established routines caused by Covid-19 response measures is longer and deeper and 

broader than many of us anticipated when it began.  

We have experienced a range of emotions -- both negative and positive -- over these weeks, 

including, I expect, for many of us: anxiety over this new and mysterious threat to our health, 

shock at how quickly it has taken over the world, boredom during long days confined at home, 

anger that even this is being turned into a battle in our endless ideological war, gratitude for 

renewed connections to family and friends, growing optimism at promising reports about 

treatment discoveries and vaccine research advances. 

In this complicated mix with all our other various emotions is grief. We grieve for lives lost to 

this terrifying disease, flinching when we hear that the number of fatalities is nearing 100,000 

in the US; and is close to 350,000 throughout the world. Our hearts ache for families who 

cannot gather for memorial services; cannot offer one another the solace of hugs and 

handholding; could not be present at hospital bedsides to say good-bye to their loved ones. We 

feel sorrow over opportunities put aside, hardships endured. We miss and yearn for activities 

and routines that we have had to pause – some briefly, some longer, some perhaps forever.  

Last fall, I was invited by some women I like and admire to join their Book Club and to spend 

the week after Easter at Mo Ranch with the group. Through the winter months, I found that I 

was quite looking forward to that. For various reasons, it is several years since I’ve been to Mo 

Ranch, so the combination of good company, interesting books to discuss – well, two out of the 

three assigned books were interesting – and time in a beloved location was wonderfully 

appealing.  

And, of course, the gathering was canceled.  

Missing that chance to be with bookish friends at Mo Ranch is a small, easily recoverable loss 

and I do not mean to put it anywhere near the losses so many people have faced and are 

facing. I share it as an acknowledgment that even those of us who have remained protected 

from the disease are experiencing losses of many shapes and sizes because of this pandemic. 

Sadness and grief are knocking at the doors even of those of us who are doing relatively well. 

How do we let such emotions in without letting them take over? 

 

It helps, I think, to remember that grief has always been a part of the Christian experience of 

faith. 
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At the very heart of our faith story is the deep, wrenching grief of Good Friday and Holy 

Saturday. The grief of crucifixion meets the joy of Easter morning when Jesus returns to life and 

to his friends.  

But he does not remain with them forever. We should not lose sight of the fact that Jesus’ 

return to the company of his followers is temporary. Before long, he leaves them again.  As 

Bible scholar Lawrence Wood puts it:  

“Just like that, Jesus is gone. He reappears just long enough to say goodbye… Take away the 

fantastic circumstances [of the Ascension], and here is the hard reality: Jesus is gone. He rose 

not just from the dead, but right up and out of our world.” (Christian Century, 5-17-03) 

It is true that he leaves this world triumphant – ascending into heaven, but what that means is 

that just a few weeks after the disciples rejoiced in his return, he leaves again. 

And it is true that Jesus sends to his disciples the Holy Spirit whom he has promised will serve 

as their Comforter, Advocate, and Guide. 

But the Ascension of Jesus into heaven changes the disciples’ lives. They now have an unseen 

Spirit in the place of their beloved – physically present – teacher and friend. 

The only way Jesus’ ministry of healing and teaching can continue after his ascension is if his 

followers continue it. Good News to the poor, release for the captives, recovery of sight to the 

blind now depends upon them. Now depends upon their ability and willingness to adjust to the 

departure of Jesus and the arrival of the Holy Spirit. Can they, will they, adapt their ministry to 

fit these new circumstances of an ascended Savior and a present Spirit? Can they, will they, 

reach the place where their joy is greater than their grief? 

Change always includes grief. We don’t always acknowledge or process that grief, but it is 

there. To offer one example -- even when a person leaves an unhealthy or abusive relationship 

and moves toward safety, there is grief. Not for the toxic relationship, but for the unrealized 

hope and possibility that the relationship would be strong and good; a hope which now is being 

put aside forever. 

Change always includes grief. No matter how much the change is needed and how welcome it is 

and how much it improves the situation, saying “hello” to the new requires bidding “farewell” 

to what is being left behind. 

 

The current moment has brought so much change so quickly that it can be difficult to process 

one new situation or decision or loss before the next is upon us. Our faith offers a wonderfully 

helpful perspective for acknowledging grief without becoming overwhelmed by it. 
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In an excellent article entitled “Leading Beyond the Blizzard”, the partners at Praxis write this: 

Grief and loss go together in Christian faith with vision and hope in a singular way, because 

they are the story of Cross and Resurrection. 

Christian creativity begins with grief – the grief of a world gone wrong. It enfolds it in 

lament – the loud cry of Good Friday, the silence of Holy Saturday – and still comes to the 

tomb early Sunday morning. 

We are burying and saying goodbye to so much in these days, and around the world people 

are burying and saying goodbye to those they loved. But we do not grieve without hope. If 

we grieve with Jesus, and make room for others to grieve, we can hope to be visited by the 

Comforter, the Spirit who breathed over creation before it was even formed. And that Spirit 

will guide us in the choices we have to make, even on the hardest days that are ahead. 

 

There is real grief in the process of great change. Please do not diminish or ignore the grief you 

feel over what has changed in the world over the past months; over what is being lost because 

of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Honor your grief. Move through and between and among the stages of denial, bargaining, 

anger, depression, and acceptance as those stages knock on your door and come inside to sit 

with you for a while. 

 

And then perhaps, every now and again, it would be helpful to read our verses from Luke; this 

story which invites us into the last moments Jesus spends with his disciples before he ascends 

to heaven. Jesus spends those moments opening their minds to the understanding of the 

Scriptures and then blesses them as he departs. 

And then these disciples worshiped the risen Christ and returned to Jerusalem full of joy. 

It occurs to me that joy might not have been their first impulse. Perhaps – quite possibly – their 

preference would have been to keep Jesus with them. Now that he had triumphed over death, 

perhaps they had expected that he could stay with them forever. 

But he does not. His resurrection is not about returning to the familiar; it is not about carrying 

on in comfortable, well-established habits, but about opening up an entirely new understanding 

of who he is and who he calls his followers to be. The resurrection doesn’t push the world back 

to its former status. It transforms the world. It leads from the narrow confines of grief and fear 

into a broad place of joy. 
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And so, centered in worship, guided by Scripture, confident of their Lord’s blessing – the 

disciples stepped toward the future, ready to praise and serve their God.  

Christians – we who worship the risen Christ -- are people of hope. Grief – no matter how 

justified or how strong – does not own us. 

Grief and hope can coexist. Grief and joy can coexist. 

We have come, I think, to realize that the post-Covid-19 world is unlikely to be a replica of the 

pre-Covid-19 world. Just as the disciples were moving into a new future as they returned to 

Jerusalem, so we will move into a new, unfamiliar future in the weeks and months ahead. Can 

we, like those disciples, be full of joy? 

Can we see and accept blessings to be found within the changes which this global pandemic has 

wrought? Can we reclaim and resume practices and policies that are strong and true and kind? 

Can we relinquish structures and systems that do not serve all God’s children well and equally? 

As we move into the future, can our words and our actions witness to the grace and peace and 

justice and mercy of our Lord in ways that offering blessing to neighbors near and far?  

There is much to grieve in these days. The unhappy truth is that there is always much to grieve 

in this world. Therefore, we give thanks that we worship and serve a God who does not turn 

away when we are in need, but who enters into our grief to hold us close with compassion and 

love. A God who honors our grief and leads us to joy. 

Amen.    

 

 


